The children were waiting for the bus. They were going to school. Suddenly a cow came down the street! It surprised the children.

Each morning the cow did the same thing. “What shall we do?” asked the teachers. “How can the children get to school?”

Then they had an idea. They could start school later. That way the children would get to the bus stop after the cow had taken its walk.
1. The children were going to
   (A) play.  (B) school.  (C) work.

2. The children saw a
   (A) deer.  (B) dog.  (C) cow.

3. The children were
   (A) surprised.  (B) happy.  (C) sad.

4. The cow came each
   (A) morning.  (B) night.  (C) afternoon.

5. The children went to school
   (A) earlier.  (B) never again.  (C) later.